EDEL 143A Course Description:

- 5-unit, semester long class
- Weeks 1-12: Three consecutive mornings a week
- Weeks 13-15: One full day and the following morning.
- The actual days of the week will be determined by the supervisor, using the school's and student teachers' schedules as well as the cooperating teacher's preferences as a guide.
- Weekly seminar
- Specific course assignments outlined in Field Experience Guide and addressed by supervisor in seminar
- 1 placement per semester

Purpose: Become familiar with duties/responsibilities of classroom teacher. Teach beginning reading, plan/teach one-on-one, small groups and whole class.

Enrollment Prerequisites:

- CSET – Passing scores for all three Multiple Subjects subtests 1-3
- Certificate of Clearance (CoC)
- TB Test - Action Alert for All Students Planning To Do Student-Teaching in Spring 2013---For the safety and health of all involved in field placement, it is essential that every SJSU student teacher provide documentation of the TB test taken within the last 3 years. In cases where the results were positive, we also need a copy of the X-ray report that verify that TB is not present in your lungs. This documentation will be required in order to enroll in field placement (EDEL143A or EDEL143B).
- EDTE 162 – Provide unofficial transcripts w/ grade C or better.
- EDEL 108A – Provide unofficial transcripts w/ grade C or better or submit current semester enrollment verification.
- Special Education students must ALSO submit Special Education Agreement Form & Special Education Supplemental Questionnaire

Grade Level Placement:
The California Commission on Teacher Credentialing (CCTC) requires two different grade level placements for EDEL 143A and EDEL 143B. These must be in two of the three categories and may not be consecutive grade levels: K-2, 3-5 or 6-8. All students must be placed in a primary (K-2) placement. At least one of the placements (EDEL 143A or EDEL 143B) must be at a Title I school. Grade level placements are assigned to students by supervisors based on availability offered by school districts.

- Check here if you would like both of your placements to be at a Title I school.

NOTE: Students are NOT to contact schools or teachers until notified of confirmed placements by university personnel. Placement assignments and/or university supervisors are subject to change.

Student Teaching Placement Region. Choose ONE:

- North Valley - Palo Alto, Mt. View, Sunnyvale, Santa Clara
- East Valley - Fremont, Berryessa, Alum Rock, Mt. Pleasant
- South Valley - Oak Grove, Morgan Hill, Gilroy, San Jose Unified
- Downtown - San Jose Unified, Orchard
- West Valley - Cupertino, Union, Campbell, Cambrian,
- Coast - Santa Cruz

NOTE: Grade level placements and district preference are not guaranteed and are subject to change at any time.

Teaching Under Contract

- Check here if you are Teaching Under Contract. This is when a student is offered a teaching position while student teaching. If this applies to you, please provide the following information and contact dena.yee@sjsu.edu.
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